CAT EMSERVICES
®

Cat® EMServices, featuring Product Link™ is a comprehensive remote monitoring and asset
management solution, with remarkably intuitive web interfaces that transform data from a
customer's entire fleet of equipment into the essential information required to boost productivity,
reduce costs, and manage risks. Customers easily know where their equipment is, what it's doing
and how it's performing through the VisionLink® application for construction.
ANNUAL COST
PER MACHINE

Basic access to machinery hours, location, and maintenance
tracking.

$200

Access to data, analytical tools, visualization software,
reports, and training for customers who will interpret and act
on their own data, without dealer or Cat involvement.

$350

Added layer of analysis and consultation for customers who
seek Caterpillar expertise, but may or may not contract with
the dealer to carry out the recommendations.

$400

The highest level of consultative and customized services,
involving a comprehensive customer support agreement with
your Cat® dealer.

Talk to
your PSSR

Please fill out this portion (front and back if necessary) and return to your N C or T&E Representative.
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PHONE:

ADDRESS:

COMPANY:

EMAIL:

TITLE:

CAT EMSERVICES
®

WHAT’S INCLUDED:
VisionLink™ subscription
VisionLink™ user setup, training, & support
Parts.Cat.Com parts ordering integration
Cat® Inspect
Machine Health (events & diagnostics)
Monthly Fleet Benchmark Report (idle, run time, & fuel burn)
Cat® SOS fluid analysis data for oil and coolant
Dedicated Cat® Condition Monitoring Advisor to monitor your fleet
Analysis of critical data sources (Product Link™, SOS Services, etc.)
Expert recommendations and advice (equipment and operator)
Regular customized product health reports and consultation
Timely equipment maintenance reminders
Annual inspection by certified N C or T&E technician
Preventive Maintenance Agreement
Tailored Equipment Management Services to minimize customer financial risk

To learn more, contact your local N C or T&E Parts & Service Rep today!
In WA: 800.562.4735
In AK: 800.478.7000
In MT, ND, WY: 800.332.7095

www.ncmachinery.com
www.tractorandequipment.com

On approved credit. Certain restrictions apply; contact your local N C or T&E Parts & Service Rep for details.

NOTES, ADDITIONAL CONTACTS, ETC:
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